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1. Membership
   a. Margaret Von Steinen
   b. Malia Roberts
   c. Brianna Galli – Research Program Officer, OVPR
   d. Paige Warner – Exec. Admin Ast – Grad College
   e. Evan Heiser – LHC
   f. Adriana Cardoso Reyes - Asst Dir Inst Accred/Planning

2. Nominations and Elections
   a. Amy Seth
   b. Laura Large

3. Awards and Recognition
   a. Michelle Loedeman
   b. Patty Mikowski

4. Special events
   a. Leah Smith
   b. Caroline Ray
   c. Nathan Nguyen
   d. Kelly Reed
   e. Sara Volmering

5. Service
   a. Malia Roberts
   b. Jennifer Klauth
   c. Clara Davis
   d. Alexia Alexander
   e. Lauren Carney